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Thursday, March 20. 2008

AFKIM: Instant Messenger for PSP v3.3.2 (CRITICAL)

Hi all,
Here is a new release of AFKIM (Away From the Keyboard Instant Messenger), the instant messaging application for
PSP written by Danzel !
(see http://localhost.geek.nz/)
This version fix a critical issue (thanks to LegolasFett for reporting). Previous versions of Afkim don't work anymore due
to several changes in the authentication messages sent by the bitlbee server.
Have a look to the file README-irkbd.txt for mapping informations etc ...
The IR keyboard part has been tested using a Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard.
afkim-v3.3.2-fw3x.zip
afkim-v3.3.2-src.zip
afkim-v3.3.2-fw15.zip
Enjoy,
Zx.
If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network or zx81's forum on qj.net

Posted by zx-81 in Messenger at 21:46
Nice, thank you!
Ole on Mar 21 2008, 01:19
Welcome, bug still remains ... i will fix them asap,
Zx
zx-81 on Mar 21 2008, 08:57
Thanks for this! I am glad u are working on it!
I am stuck on "Resolving"...
I am assuming that is where the bug is...
Thanks again for your work on this!
xtoad on Mar 21 2008, 18:18
It happens to me sometimes, then when i disconnect - reconnect it works ...
Zx
zx-81 on Mar 21 2008, 20:03
can i connect as invisible ? can i see offline messages ? COULD YOU POSSIBLY MAKE VOICE WORK ? man.. i'd give u money if
u'd do the last one
zenderady on Mar 22 2008, 15:26
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If you want voice, then i suggest you to use the Sony/skype stuff . Bitlbee doesn't handle sound, and since afkim is a simple bitlbee
client, it can't support what server doesn't support ...
Zx
Anonymous on Mar 22 2008, 17:56
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